McGeer seen as UBC pres
By BILL TIELEMAN
Could education minister Pat
McGeer become UBC's next administrati6n president?
Outrageous? Absurd? Not according to NDP education critic
Dennis Cocke.
Cocke has repeatedly charged in
the legislature that McGeer intends to give up his position as
education minister to become UBC
administration president in the
near future.
"Mainly the reason I've said it is
because everything I've seen
means he (McGeer) is moving

towards this cherished g o a l , "
Cocke said Wednesday.
McGeer has been planning to
return to UBC for some time,
Cocke said, and wants to come
back as administration president
to build up his own empire.
"McGeer's been one of these
guys who's out to make UBC a
colossus. I t ' s like a little
kingdom," he said.
Rumors that McGeer has his
eyes on the job currently held by
Doug Kenny have been circulating
on campus in the past month.
McGeer's executive a s s i s t a n t
Jim Bennett denied Cocke's

charges, that the minister would
like Kenny's job.
"He (McGeer) would first of all
have to be rid of his job and
secondly he would have to be asked
to take the job," Bennett said
Wednesday.
But Bennett admitted that while
McGeer has not publicly stated he
will not run for re-election, he has
said on more than one occasion
that it is "time he got back to
s c i e n c e . " McGeer is a UBC
psychiatry professor and brain
researcher on leave of absence.
Conservative MLA Scott Wallace
said Thursday he could not confirm

rumors that McGeer was after the
UBC presidency, but said it
seemed highly likely McGeer could
use his political connections to get
the job.
"As an observer I can see how
that would make a very interesting
scenario." Wallace said.
"We have the strange situation
where the education minister and
the deputy education minister
(Walter Hardwick) are both from
l^BC and you have to wonder if
there might be some conflict of
interest there.
"He (McGeer) has
made
decisions on UBC that would never
have been made on an objective
basis," he said.
But why would McGeer want to
drop his position as education
minister and become UBC'
president, apparently a major step
down?
One reason is that if McGeer
continues as a cabinet minister for
seven consecutive years he will
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lose his tenure at UBC as a
*
„.,r,.JU,
psychiatry professor and brain
researcher.
t)BC
Faculty
Association
regulations state that any member
who serves as a cabinet minister
for seven consecutive years while
on a l©$ve of absence must resign
from Jne university.
Sources say McGeer is ready to
get'out of B.C.'s political scene and
By KATHY FORD
"I
don't
understand
it. going well at IH. IH community, implement some of his ideas on the
International House directors Sometimes he's very direct and to members have said that mem- education system of universities at
defended executive director Colin the point."
bership has decreased since Smith ITBC.
Smith Thursday following charges
Erich Vogt, administration vice- became executive director six
And, since McGeer will be
by IH members that he is an president and IH board member, years ago but Vogt disagreed.
coming back anyway to ensure his
arrogant and insensitive ad- said there have been few com"It's news to me if membership tenure continues at UBC, why
ministrator.
plaints.
has gone down," he said. "It (IH) shouldn't he return as president
Lawyer and board of directors
"I haven't been hearing many seems to be a reasonably lively instead of just a professor.
chairman Biren Jha said com- complaints of that kind," he said. place."
McGeer has not been entirely
plaints by UBC students Joseph "There hasn't been a noticeable
He also denied that Smith runs happy in the education portfolio,
Blell and Saf Bokhari are a result flood of complaints from Inthe house "with an iron fist," as sources say, because he wanted the
of personality clashes.
ternational House."
ministry of health, which went to
"I accept these (personality
"I have heard absolutely nothing Blell charged.
Bob McClelland.
"It's reasonably autonomously
clashes) as a fact of life," Jha said. which causes me concern," Jha
If McGeer sets his mind to
"That's part of living and life."
said. "We think he (Smith) is one run." he said. "Tb» directors meet becoming UBC president there is
every month." Vogt said he rarely no way he will be stopped, acAmong the charges Blell and of the best directors we've had.
Bokhari have levelled against
"My position as chairman is attends the meetings.
cording to some UBC faculty
Smith are:
straightforward: the executive
International House was founded members.
• He b a r r e d Bokhari from director has the unqualified and by the Rotary Club. It receives
One student politician, recalling
total support of the board."
running in a recent IH election;
most of its funding from UBC.
the way McGeer, as minister
• He was patronizing to foreign
He said this does not mean the
students;
board will ignore what he termed
complaints
or
• He runs money-making func- legitimate
tions before he will run student grievances.
programs;
"We have to pay attention to
• He
suppresses
student what they (students) say," Jha
initiatives to set up new programs. said. " E v e r y organization is
Smith denied the charges, saying capable of being improved upon.
"Constructive criticism and
he runs an open administration and
encourages student participation. suggestions are always welcome."
Commerce professor.and board
Directors said they had heard
few. if any, complaints about member James Stephenson said he
Smith other than those reported in had heard few complaints about
Smith.
The Ubyssey.
"I'm not familiar with com"For goodness sake, who said
that?" was the reaction of Leonard plaints along those lines," he said.
Marsh, professor e m e r i t u s of
"I've had some conversations
education and former board with Dr. Smith in which he said it
member, when he heard the was difficult to reconcile the
charges.
desires of students to undertake
"That's sheer nonsense. They projects with a d m i n i s t r a t i v e
don't understand him (Smith) at constraints."
all.
Vogt said he thinks things are
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International House head
defended by IH directors

McGEER . . . plotting takeover?

responsible, handled the controversy about Insurance Corporation of B.C. rate increases,
says McGeer could stand any
amount of criticism about his
takeover of the UBC presidency.
"McGeer has been a kamikaze
politician from the beginning," the
student said. He said McGeer
doesn't tread softly or care about
media attacks once his mind is
made up to act.
The best indication of McGeer's
intentions will come in January,
when the minister makes eight
appointments to UBC's board of
governors, sources have told The
Ubyssey.
If McGeer intends to make a
move for the presidency he will
need a majority backing him on the
15-member board. The background
of the appointees will show how
strongly McGeer has stacked the
deck in his favor, the sources say.
The board has the power to call
an accountability review of the
current president and ask for his
resignation if it sees fit.
If McGeer appoints eight new
members, instead of reappointing
some of the members currently on
the board, it will indicate that he is
purging the board of any Kenny
supporters, the sources say.
But Kenny's reaction to a power
See page 3: ED

Will Jewett resign as
Simon Fraser pres?
Will Pauline Jewett, Simon Fraser University administration
president, resign her position?
The answer to that question was shrouded in mystery Thursday as
Jewett and SFU board of governors chairman Ray Parkinson remained
silent on press reports that the 54-year-old former politician would quit.
The reports follow Jewett's failure Oct. 2 to win the federal NDP
nomination for Burnaby. She lost to 25-year-old Svend Robinson, law.
student and former UBC board of governors member.
Parkinson was originally quoted as saying he assumes Jewett will
leave her post in August, 1979, when her five-year term expires. But
Parkinson later retracted the statement.
Jewett's personal secretary told The Ubyssey the president would not
ta Ik to the press about the possibility of her resignation.
Jewett must decide by November if she will stay on as president. According to her contract, she must give the board one year's notice if she
intends to resign.
The day after her defeat to Robinson, Jewett said she does not plan
further forays into the political arena.
"I'm going to run the university," she said. "My board of governors,
senior administrators, and faculty have been very supportive and understanding, and I wouldn't want to strain that understanding."
She said she plans to continue working on projects she had set for her
—matt king photo
fourth year as SFU administration president.
CARPET OF LEAVES COVERS CAMPUS as autumn approaches. Leaves insist on falling off trees again this
Jewett has had a controversial term as president and has reportedly year for no apparent reason. Like lemmings they throw themselves off maple trees and plummet t o ground
below, reducing leaf population t o tolerable level.
been at odds with members of the board and senate.
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CANADA'S LEADING STEREO CENTRE

JBL CHANGES
THE PICTURE OF SOUND
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hi i ler of the low frequency sound, the
I Ii il i.ss can be placed almost anywhere in the
r > i Without any loss of three-dimensional

KuuVe never heard anything like it. Not
from us. Not from anyone. JBL's new 1.212: a
totally new picture of high performance sound,
from the people who wrote the book.
You hear the whole sound first.
And when you eateh your breath you search
for words to describe the depth, the detail, the
etched precision of the music.
That stunning pair of three-way speakers is
sending clean, undistorted sound to every
corner of the room. At every frequency. At
every level. Loud or soft. High or low. It
doesn't matter. The energy is constant.
You're
experiencing
three-dimensional
imaging: Vocal up front. Lead guitar two steps
back and one to the left. Drums further back.
The piano closer, almost off the right edge of
the sound.
Suddenly you're aware of a fullness in the
music that you've heard before but never
associated with recorded sound.
The bass! You've been hearing all of the
bass, all of the fundamental tones you couldn't
bring home from the concert. It's not only

everything you've heard before. It's everything
you haven't. The music is rich with sound at
the lowest limit of your hearing.
Then you see the third speaker. The hero of
the piece: The Ultrabass.
The Ultrabass is a system in itself — woofer,
amplifier, equalizer and enclosure — designed,
mated, blended to do one thing perfectly:
reproduce sound at the threshold of sub-sonic
frequencies.
It brings all the low frequency music within
audible range, balancing it perfectly with the
rest of the music. Without boominess. Without
resonance. It also electronically sums left and
right signals below 70 Hz — virtually
eliminating turntable rumble and record warp
noise. And, because of the non-directional

I IK Ultrabass pays one final dividend: it
illows the two three-way speakers to be
spu-ulists, too. They can concentrate on the
top 95% of the music. (Listen to the whole
system, and you'll hear what that means. Even
at a rug-curling, rock concert loudness, you'll
get a clarity, a smoothness, an enthusiasm for
detail you've never heard before.)
Finally, you look for the monster amplifier
that's driving all that sound. There isn't one.
The L212 takes one fourth the power you'd
need with a conventional low efficiency
loudspeaker.
That's the story. What you've been reading
about is, essentially, a no-trade-off loudspeaker
system. Now we'll tell you the tfade-off: The
price is $2559. (The L212 may take a little
while becoming a household word.)
You've never heard anything like it. Not
from us. Not from anyone.
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VRB manager forced out of job
By TOM HAWTHORN
The former regional manager of
the Vancouver Resources Board
has been forced to leave his job
following the passage of Bill 65.
"I had to leave. There was just
no question of my staying under
the new administration," said
Dave Schreck.

empbyees were to be retained
under the new system.
"Since I had criticized Vander
Zalm earlier and did not approve of
the new system, they (the human
resources department) had to get
rid of m e , " Schreck said. In lieu of
a six month notice Schreck will
receive six months severance pay.
Schreck said earlier he was not
Schreck, an outspoken critic of considering resignation.
human resources minister Bill
When asked to comment on this,
Vander Zalm, received a letter Schreck said, "I could not work
dated Oct. 3 announcing his under the planned system. The
dismissal as an employee of the h u m a n resources d e p a r t m e n t
VRB.
obviously did not want me, which
Before the implementation of the explains why I received the terCommunity Resources Board Act, mination notice."
Schreck met with deputy human
which disbanded the board,
Vander Zalm had promised resources minister John Noble the
publicly that all previous VRB day before the notice arrived.

"At that point I realize that my
position on the VRB was in
jeopardy," Schreck said.
Now that Schreck is no longer
employed by the VRB, he will
receive six months severance pay
of $15,308.
This amount will be paid in instalments. Under the terms of
agreement set out in the termination letter Schreck will have
to give the ministry any salary he
earns during the six-month period.
Schreck believes Noble decided
to pay him severance money in
order to prevent him from taking
legal action against the government.
"If I was rot offered any
severance pay, it would have been
very simple for me to sue the VRB

on the grounds of
unjust
dismissal," Schreck said. "After
all, I never was told specifically
why I was dismissed."
Noble was unavailable for
comment.
"I accepted the severance offer
because the Socreds would have
been quite happy to have gotten rid
of me without payment," said
Schreck. "And as we know, there
never has been a just reason given
for my dismissal."
Before the passing of Bill 65, the
VRB public relations co-ordinator
expressed concern over Schreck's
future with the VRB.
"If the Socreds decide to get rid
of any employees, I expect that
Schreck will be first," John Lynn
said.

—matt king photo

MID-TERM STUDYING CAN WAIT, sleep is more important to
student in SUB upstairs office. Not known to most students,

scientific research has proven sleep is good substitute for many
things, including early lectures and some types of boring sex.

New internship program established
for female arts and science students
By LLOYANNE HURD
female arts and science students to
Go find yourself an employer, work in fields related to their
the dean of women's office is studies.
telling women.
"Vancouver employers a r e
MarykeGilmore, assistant to the stressing their interest in hiring
dean of women, has arranged an women with BAs with practical
internship p r o g r a m that will experience, skill and leadership
enable third and fourth year ability," Gilmore said Thursday.

GILMORE . . . designs women's program.

F a c u l t y m e m b e r s teaching
courses relevant to the internship
program will choose women
students to be sent out from UBC to
institutions and corporations for
their internship.
" P r a c t i c a l work experience
during internship makes it possible
for women to learn about the world
of work in a very direct and
meaningful way," Gilmore said.
"They use skills that they have
at the moment and broaden their
perspectives on future careers.
Vancouver institutions a r e
responding enthusiastically,
Gilmore said.
"They feel UBC has not made
enough overtures to them. They
see UBC as an area they can turn
to for new ideas and the latest
training.
"Women need a professional
network
of
contacts
with
professional women in their own
fields. Men have always had the
benefit of this type of network."
Gilmore has arranged a series of
panel discussions featuring women
UBC graduates involved in careers
to encourage women to see the
need for a professional contact
network and to try to establish one.
Justice Patricia Proudfoot, first
woman on the supreme court,
alderwoman May Brown and UBC
Alumni Association president
Charlotte Warren make up the first
panel.

Gilmore said she wants women
to suggest projects they would like
to see initiated as a result of these
panels.
"In this age of vocationalism and
serious career concentration fewer
people are willing to take the risk
of a liberal arts education," she
said.
Gilmore is p a r t i c u l a r l y interested in women arts students
because they are taking this risk.
"Arts students are the ones with
the least focus," she said.
"Ultimately a broad-based liberal
arts education that includes skills
and practical experience from
internship will provide students
with the most flexible lifelong
personal
and
professional
education."
Gilmore's program will begin
with a series of three workshops
starting Thursday at noon in the
Buchanan penthouse.
The first workshop will deal with
women in science g r a d u a t e
programs. The second and third
will take place Oct. 27 and Nov. 10
at noon in the Mildred Brock room
in Brock Hall. They will be run for
women in third and fourth year
arts and science programs.
Gilmore said cost of the program
is minimal.
Expenses will be paid by the
dean of women's office.

"There is really no way that they
would ever tolerate him, due to his
voracious stand on the retention of
the VRB."
Schreck plans to spend the next
few months finishing his Ph.D. in
economics at UBC, after which he
hopes to run for city alderman on
the Committee of Progressive
Electors (COPE) slate.

Ed minister
possibility
as UBC pres
From page 1
play by McGeer is still a big
question m a r k . Some insiders
maintain that Kenny will resign by
the end of his first five-year term,
leaving an easy path for McGeer to
follow him into the presidency.
Others say that some time in the
near future the board of governors,
under McGeer's control, will call
an accountability review, find
Kenny an incompetent
administrator and ask for his
resignation.
McGeer could also wait until
Kenny's first term a s administration president ends and he
comes up for an automatic accountability review. McGeer's new
provincial appointees would still be
on the board when Kenny's first
term ends in 1980.
McGeer's basic position in trying
to gain support to become
president would be to stress his
connections with the Social Credit
government, sources say.
McGeer could approach faculty
and board m e m b e r s after a
potential five consecutive years of
Socred education cutbacks and
claim that he could get the
university a better deal with
Victoria through his political ties.
The biggest question still is what
Kenny will do if McGeer wants the
job. t h e r e is no doubt that UBC
would be rocked by backroom
power plays by Kenny and McGeer
if Kenny tried to stay on.
McGeer has been considered a
possibility for UBC president
before. In 1973-74, when a successor was being sought for the
retiring Walter Gage, McGeer's
name popped up as a favorite of
.campus
conservatives
and
academics.

SUS referendum
asks for money
Science students will be paying
$1 each for science undergraduate
society funding again next year if a
fee referendum is passed Oct. 19,
SUS president Hugh Welch said
Thursday.
Last year a similar referendum
was passed, receiving an 80 per
cent vote in favor of the fee levy,
but a quorum of 700 students voting
was not reached to make the levy
permanent.
If the referendum gets a twothirds vote in favor, but fails to
obtain the quorum, the levy lasts
only one year.
Welch and SUS public relations
officer Ernie Kenwood are optimistic that the referendum will
be able to pass with a quorum this
year.
"Students have expressed interest and support much above last
year," Kenwood said Thursday.
Unlike the arts undergraduate
society, the SUS has no vending
machines or locker rentals to make
money, Welch said.
In addition to the fee levy the
SITS received a grant of $1,000
because the referendum was
passed, he said.
Without the grant the SUS would
not be defunct. Welch said. An
advance referendum poll will be
held on Oct. 18.
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Say yes, the big business way
We're going through the
annual catharsis of nauseous
ads on TV, boring stories in
the
newspapers,
and
canvassers at our door asking
us to say yes the United Way.
But the United Way, and
private charity in general,
help to mask the problems
that
their
volunteers,
supporters and contributors
spend so much time and
money trying to repair.
We do nat have any
criticism for the agencies
funded by the United Way,
i n d e e d , we agree with
everyone else that they are
d o i n g great work. Our
quibble is over how they are
forced to finance themselves.
Saying yes the United
Way is saying yes the big
business way.
The $5.1 million the fund
is trying to raise this year is
tiny when compared to the
$110 million underrun in this
year's human
resources
ministry expenditures. Part
of this underrun is caused by
minister Bill Vander Zalm's
merciless slashing of social
services, making more work
for the United Way agencies.
The government should
fund each and every one of
the agencies in the United
Way, and other agencies
which get funds on their
own, instead of shuffling

more money around in the
weird Socred financial shell
game. The money we pay out
in taxes is as much ours as
the money we give to
charity, and perhaps Vander
Zalm and friends should
learn this.
But of course the Socreds
got into power in the first
place because they were
heavily financed by big

business, which also ran the
fear campaign against the
NDP which paralleled the
election campaign.
The large corporations
have a selfish interest in
keeping taxes down, because
if governments provided a
proper amount of service, the
public clamor might grow for
them to pay the proper share
of taxes, something they

have never done, thanks to
loopholes and 'investment
incentives.'
One of these loopholes
makes money given to
charities tax exempt. For low
and middle-income earners,
this deduction amounts to
little, but for individuals and
corporations earning the big
bucks, the old expression
that it is better to give than

GO! 6U£S5 WHERE
M'.U-ioNJ aoRPVDS

'VASTEST

'SHUFFLE.

«V» T H E W E S T *

to receive applies to the
pocket book as well as the
heart.
So w h a t w o u l d big
business do without charity?
It would be tough sledding.
Those c o n t r i b u t i n g
to
Vancouver's United Way,
unlike
others in North
America, can contribute with
the knowledge that nothing
will go to subsidize the
fund's huge administration
costs.
This is due to the annual
contribution
of
the
Vancouver Foundation to
cover administration costs.
The Vancouver Foundation
is funded by contributions
by the very rich, and serves
as their tax shelter.
Today's economic system,
which is responsible for
today's high unemployment,
causes many of the problems
the agencies are fighting.
It is interesting to note
that the recession is being
exacerbated by unwillingness
on the part of business to
invest. Therefore, those
people without jobs are being
denied one of their basic
rights
because of
an
ever-shrinking elite. Private
charity,
under
today's
conditions,
provides a
minimal bandage to the
wounds inflicted by its
biggest supporters.

Letters
When I first read Scott Griffin's
Oct. 4 article in Perspectives, my
blue eyes misted and a woeful tear
tumbled down my life-hardened
cheek. I admire and respect the
courage and adaptability of a man
like Griffin — it must be extremely
taxing for him to compose such
searing exposes with both feet
dangling in his mouth.
Scott has offered us, for the first
time, a truly realistic and accurate
portrayal of those thousands of
pitiful bastards licking sawdust off
the streets of Vancouver. Did you
know that Bill Vander Zalm tortures puppies and that he built his
seven-acre swimming pool in
Surrey Castle using slave labor
from Nanaimo?
Throughout his article Griffin

r

Right-wing
anarchy
needed
maintains that delicate and elusive
balance
between
true
humanitarianism and sound
economic sense. Griffin brilliantly
injects his argument with the
profundity of strategic understatement. According to the article, Vander Zalm "resides in
thriving, plastic Surrey, where
everything is new and shiny" and
the poor little "tulips" of nasty
Bill's big bad garden "have been
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Editor: Chris Gainor
It was last week's extermination attempt by the Poofta master race
that drove newsslde noodles. Bill TIelman wandered off to the men's room
mumbling something about preferring hard bony bums like his own. Kathy
Ford giggled Insanely about everything and told Lloyanne Hurd to ask
Mike "Three Times" Bocking If she was satisfied. Steve Howard, Marcus
Gee and Chris Gainor masturbated In the Burro orifice to the new
California Bold typeface, while Geof Wheelwright fondled his telephoto In
the darkroom. New staffers Tom Hawthorn, Alar Ollmum, Shelley
Sweeney and DAve Dixon turned on to the scene, but Matt King was
excused because he was a secret Informer to the master race during their
takeover. Poofta leaders Bruce Baugh and Merrllee Robson were pleased
with the revolution, and they listened to Will Wheeler, Larry Hill and Glen
Schaeffer talk about what would happen to the newsslders. Verne
McDonald, Michael Trew and Eric Promlslow agreed w i t h Gray Kyle's
suggestion that they should all be rim shot. Nick Read, Murray Helmer,
John Lecklch and Brian Stoffel raised the new PF logo. David Morton sat
In his new throne and said, "I have spoken. Retreaters meet at noon today.
So there."

victimized by Society and are in the
snake pit of poverty, unable to
escape this financial morass."
I'll wager Scotty pees his bed at
night sobbing for those bloated
little B.C. bellies.
Yet brave, sensitive Griffin has
seen the light and offers us a truly
unique eco-humane solution: increase welfare. Right to the core of
this rotten political apple he bites,
laying bare the ugly capitalistic
worm with his penetrating journalistic dentures.
Save the welfare system. Increase welfare expenditures. But
wait: are we really at the balls of
this problem or merely jacking off
with one of the symptoms? Griffin's suggestion is simply another
form of political masturbation —
its effects are short-term and
essentially non-productive.
If I were you, I'd worry about
growing hair on your newspaper.
We only just finished ridding
ourselves of a government which,
under the nebulous banner of
humanitarianism, threw away
dollars when it could only afford
dimes.
Changing Vander Zalm will not
change the inability of a certain
segment of society to successfully
cope with the financial systems of
that society. It is a problem of
attitude, a problem of the individual that will never be solved
through the sweeping grandeur of
a massive political program.
To be quite candid our only
answer is anarchy. Individual
solutions to individual problems
through the resources of the individual. Anarchy. Am I sincere?
Yesterday I'm sure I saw Scott
Griffin giving free samples of toilet
tissue to tulips cultivated in
Gastown.
Jake 'the Rake' Cochran
t ,••
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Profs, be
I wish to draw the attention of
professors to a common bad
teaching habit. At 20 minutes past
the hour, many professors choose
to ignore the bell completely and
continue to lecture for several
more minutes.
TTiey reason that the excessive
length of their lectures is an indication of their zest for teaching,
and the students are getting more
for their money. Besides, giving a
58-minute lecture rather than a 50minute lecture is only committing
a minor experimental error of 16
per cent.
But students do not see it that
way. Having a 58-minute lecture
means they have only two minutes
to go to their next class — a feat
which demands the breaking of the
world record for the 800 metres!
Thus, panting and coughing, they
dash into their next class a few
minutes late, only to face a cold,

considerate
reproachful glance from the
professor.
They have missed the first few
minutes of the lecture, and they
must now copy as fast as they can
before the professor erases the
blackboard Trying to understand
the rest of the lecture can be as
difficult as trying to follow the TV
show Columbo without having seen
the first part. The worst is yet to
come; they have missed the important announcements at the
beginning of the lecture — there
will be a test on the next day!
I hope professors now realize the
many inconveniences they cause
their students once they exceed the
time limit for more than a couple of
minutes. Students hate to choose
the discourteous alternative,
namely, rush out as soon as the bell
rings. So, professors, please be
considerate.
William Hsieh
physics, grad studies

Insults shroud
In regard to Patrick Raynard's
reply to my letter, which appeared
in the Oct. 4 issue, in retrospect I
couldn't agree with him more.
In my zeal to be cute, I
deliberately clouded the issue. In
fact, given Raynard's reply, the
issue has been completely changed
so that the concerns that George
Hermanson was trying to raise in
his original letter concerning
justification for high salaries in the
private sector have been completely lost. Instead of aiding
discussion and insight, I brought on
confusion and self-consciousness.
However, I would still like to
hear a rebuttal of the points that I

debate

tried to raise in the lines between
the remarks about being buried in
the library and the abuse of
Raynard's first name. Patrick,
please try to shift through the
garbage to get to the essence of
both my and Hermanson's letters.
I agree, it is hard to do when
intelligent debate is shrouded in
insult.
Stuart Lyster
Letters should be addressed to
the paper care of campus mail or
dropped off at The Ubyssey office,
SUB 241-K.
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1970 war measures unnecessary
By TOM HAWTHORN
October, 1970 was a period which
will always be regarded as
amongst the gravest in Canadian
history. From political kidnappings and assassination to the
Trudeau government's invocation
of the War Measures Act, that
month saw the greatest amount of
domestic strife experienced by our
nation in peacetime.
At the time, the Canadian public
overwhelmingly supported the
implementation of war measures.
The insecurity and irrationality of
this time reigned supreme as the
events of the Front de Liberation
du Quebec's terrorist actions were
relayed by Trudeau and the press
to the rest of Canada.

(freestyle)
As a result, the actions of a
relatively small and minor
revolutionary organization were
interpreted as the actions of a wellarmed group determined to
destroy democracy and all existing
institutions.
In looking back, the misinterpretations and panic of our
leaders only served to aggravate
thesituation. Weknow now that the
FLQ and the Parti Quebecois were
not one and the same, that the FLQ
was an extremely small and
disorganized group, and that the
government of Trudeau and
Quebec premier Robert Bourassa
overreacted.
On the night of its implementation, more than 300
Quebecers were arrested under the
act, most before it was announced
publicly. By the time morning
broke, 364 persons had been taken
from their beds and arrested
without any reason given.
These people included doctors,
lawyers, students, professionals
and reporters, whose only crime
was to have been in some way
associated with either the FLQ or
separatist groups.
The bringing of troops into
Montreal only served to increase
the tension in the province. People
were arrested daily, and despite
the powers of the police, the
authorities were no closer to finStaffer Tom Hawthorn lived in
Quebec for several years before
coming to UBC. Freestyle is a
column of humor, opinion and
analysis
written
by
Ubyssey
staffers. Perspectives,
which is
open to all members of the UBC
community, needs opinion pieces.
Drop them off at the editor's desk.

BLACK & LEE
TUX SHOP
NOW AT

1110 Seymour St.
688-2481

HOLLYWOOD
George C Scott, David Hemming
Claire Bloom in

ding the two FLQ cells responsible
for the two kidnappings.
A Gallup poll taken after the
crisis revealed that 88 per cent of
Canadians supported the government's actions; obviously a hardline position was what the
Canadian public wanted.
It was at this point that the FLQ
committed the gravest crime of its
short 10 year history.
Quebec labor minister Pierre
Laporte's body was found in the
trunk of the kidnap vehicle on the
St. Hubert air force base just 12
miles from Montreal, while British
trade commissioner James Cross,
the other victim, was held for
several weeks before his release.
It seemed as though Trudeau
was the only one capable to deal
with the situation. More than ever
before, Trudeau's tough approach
was appreciated. Those who had
previously been against the act,
most notably the NDP, were accused of everything from buffoons
to treasonists.
Despite unbelievable errors and
missed clues on the part of the
police, the suspected FLQ
terrorists were rounded up before

the year ended and the crisis came
to an end.
It.was at this point however,
where the real mistakes of the
government became obvious.
Contrary to the government's
assertions, the FLQ was a minute
and disorganized group of
revolutionaries. The fact that they
were not apprehended early in the
crisis is only indicative of the
inabilities of the Montreal police.
For example, Paul Rose, a nowconvicted FLQ member, had been
trailed by the police since early
1969. Also, the house where Pierre
Laporte was held was known to be
a residence of FLQ sympathizers.
Despite this, the FLQ was able to
go undetected for over two months.
It is also easy to see how the
government overreacted by
passing the war measures. Of the
more than 500 persons arrested,
only a handful were ever charged
with any crime. In fact, the same
groups which had been accused of
treason for arguing against the
war measures in order to protect
individual civil liberties, appear
today to have taken the proper
course.

" platsir

at 7:30
Prices Adults & Students: $2.00
3123 W. BROADWAY
738-3211

A public inquiry into the events
would end much of the debate
concerning this tragic period, and
would further demonstrate the
inability of the Trudeau government to act in periods of crisis.
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think about contraception
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at 9:30

"ALICE DOESN'T LIVE
HERE ANYMORE"

governmental actions are still
under secret classification.

ys"

"ISLANDS IN THE STREAM"
Academy Award Winner
Ellen
Burstyn, Best Supporting Actress In

Seven years have passed since
the crisis, and yet many questions
concerning the events remain
unanswered. The CBC. in its 1975
documentary the October crisis,
attempted to publicly present what
actually happened during the
crisis, but they were hampered by
the fact that most records of
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Because our condoms are designed to do more than just
prevent you from contributing to the population explosion.
They're designed to add to your enjoyment While all Searle
Condoms are dry-lubricated for greater sensitivity and have a
reservoir tip, each has its own special difference.
STIMULA® have multiple ribbing on the shaft. .a feature
designed for a man...with a woman in mind. Adds to the
pleasure for both partners.
PRIME®combine traditional shape with economy.
CONTURE®are shaped. To fit you. Which means they feel
better and stay put
Whichever you choose, we believe they're
going to change the way you think
about contraception.

Today's Condom.
Big er Small Jobs
ALSO 6ARAGES
BASEMENTS
& YARDS

732-9898
CLEAN-UP

Available on display in drugstores or ask for
them by name.In packs of 3's. 12s and the new36s.

Who knows more about contraception than Searle
Searle Pharmaceuticals
Iroquois Shore Road
SEARLE 400
Oakville. Ontario L6HIM5
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Hot flashes
AIMS presents
Chinese A r t
An exhibition of works by four
Vancouver-Chinese painters is being presented by the Alma Mater
Society art gallery in SUB. Chinghu Chang, Lung-wen Chang, Evelyn Leung and Shak-fung Leung
represent the styles from the traditionalists to the contemporaries
in Past to Present.
The gallery is open to the
public until Oct. 21, Monday to
Friday from 11:30 to 2:30 p.m.

'Tween
classes
TODAY

K O O T E N A Y HOUSE
Sadie Hawkins dance, 8 p.m., Place
Vanier ballroom.
WOMEN'S C O M M I T T E E
Informal meeting with bubbly refreshments, noon, SUB 130.
B A H A ' I CLUB
Informal talk on the Baha'l faith,
noon, SUB 115.
YOUNG SOCIALISTS
Bruce Elphinstone speaks on Oct.
14 Protest One Year After, 8 p.m.,
1208 Granville.
PSYCHOLOGY STUDENTS'
ASSOCIATION
General meeting, noon, Angus 24.
IH RECEPTION A N D
O R I E N T A T I O N COMMITTEE
A u t u m n dance, 8 p.m., IH coffeehouse.
S K Y D I V I N G CLUB
General meeting, noon, SUB 212.
CHINESE STUDENTS'
ASSOCIATION
Mandarin
class, n o o n , B u .
2238-2239.
D E B A T I N G SOCIETY
Annual general meeting and election
of officers, noon, SUB 113.

Interested In C A Employment
ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.
is seeking 1978 graduates for Vancouver and all other offices of
the Firm. Mail an original or photocopy of your personal resume
(UCPA form or AA&Co. data sheet contained in brochure is
suitable and available in Placement Office) by October 24, 1977
to:
DIRECTOR of PERSONNEL

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.
2 3 0 0 - 1055 W. Hastings,
Vancouver. V6E 2J2
All resumes will be acknowledged. You will be contacted on or
about October 31 regarding campus interviews which will take
place November 7-10th. Additional information is available at the
UBC Placement Office.

COME ON HOME!
TO UBC
HOMECOMING '77

MONDAY

L I B E R T A R I A N SOCIETY
Organizational meeting, noon, SUB
212A.

SCIENCE T-SHIRTS
LAST CHANCE
To Bring In Your Ideas

DEADLINE EXTENDED: 18 OCT.

SUS OFFICE 216 S R , U M
Recreation U.B.C. Offers Instruction
in the Following
Activities:
TENNIS
BADMINTON
GYMNASTICS
YOGA

An open invitation to alumni and their friends
to tour the campus, cheer the Thunderbirds, get
together with old friends and dance the night
away.

TAI-CHI
FIGURE SKATING
CONTEMPORARY DANCE

Saturday, October 22,1977
The music starts at 9 p.m.
with the big band sound of
Mart Kenney in the
ballroom of the Student
Union Building and the
fast-paced music of City
Haul in the party room.

KEEP FIT
TRAMPOLINE
KARATE
SELF DEFENSE

SATURDAY
CSA
Sports night, winter sports centre.

Friday, October 14, 1977

UBYSSEY

The dance ticket price of $7.50 per person
includes a midnight supper. For tickets call the
UBC Alumni Association. 228-3313 (8:30 to
4:30). ADVANCE*SALE ONLY

For further information contact Room 203
War Memorial Gym 228-3996

TUESDAY
CHARISMATIC C H R I S T I A N
FELLOWSHIP
Weekly fellowship, noon, SUB 205.
GAY PEOPLE
Informal social gathering, noon,
SUB 212.

Plan to be there. Homecoming days are your
days. They won't be the same without you.

Int.

K*LJ\&&irlt,lJ&

RATES: Campus - 3 lines, 1 day $1.50; additional lines 35c
Commercial — 3 lines, 1 day $2.50; additional lines
50c. Additional days $2.25 and 45c.
Classified ads are not accepted by telephone and are payable in
advance. Deadline is 11:30 a.m., the day before publication.
Publications Off ice. Room 241, S.U.B., UBC, Van., B.C. V6T 1W5

CAUTION: The following monitor quality speakers are so superior sonically that you will easily
become dissatisfied with others. However, if you appreciate an open, three dimensional sound that
provides ACCURATE reproduction of music, be sure to audition the following:-

B&W DM4
NEW from AR Magnetic
fluid-damped
high
frequency unit. Handles
up to 100 watts RMS.
EFFICIENT, ACCURATE
S99 ea.

mi! MAGNEPLANAR'

Three-way
British
Monitors.
One of the
Most Advanced
SPEAKER
DESIGN

State-of-the-art
SPEAKERS

ELEGANCE:
Decorative floor
standing screens
measure
only
one Inch thick —
they don't look
like speakers!

SIMPLICITY:

(psffi2gm*Bz>

Ultra
lightweight
d I aphragms react as
fast
as
200X
quicker
than
conventional
cone speakers t o
create the mosti
realistic
sound.
Yet
u n I Ike
electrostatic
speakers,
the
Magneplanars
can handle up to
200 watts. RMS.

Sophisticated
Reference —
Quality
HIGH
DEFINITION
MONITORS

FROM ONLY $349 ea

T h e Sound Room
More Sound For Your Money
2 8 0 3 W. B R O A D W A Y

(At MacDonald)

HARVEST SUPPER. A community l e t together at University Hill Church,
University Blvd. and Toronto Road.,
6:00 p.m., Friday, Oct. 14. General
admission $3.00, University Students
$2.00, School Children $1.00 All
welcome.

30 — Jobs
PART-TIME AUDIO SALES
Experienced Preferred
For interview call
A. LANG&AM

RHODES ELECTRONICS
733-4812

10 — For Sale — Commercial

$209 ea.

Open, Boxless, three dimensional sound Phase
Coherence independent of frequency. Near-perfect
hemispheric dispersion.
MODEL 5 $159 ea.
MODEL 10 $329 ea.

5 — Coming Events

736-7771

RACQUET SALE. Good selection of top
value name brand racquets in all
price ranges. Reasonable rates for
stringing. Phone 733-1612 or visit
Community Sports at 3916 West 4th
Avenue.

DAYCARE CENTRE at 8th and Arbutus
looking for Guebecois to introduce
20 three-to-five-year-olds to French
for half an hour every weekday
morning. $60 per month. Phone Caroline Loughran at the Montessori Daycare Centre, 731-6917.

11 — For Sale — Private

40 — Messages

ORGANICALLY GROWN, UNSPRAYED
Okanagan fruit in season. 25c per
pound by the ease. Free delivery.
738-8828 or 733-1677 eves.

OLDER DUTCH COUPLE likes to meet
Dutch students to provide gezelligheid
(a warm, homey atmosphere). 2638552.

15 — Found

65 — Scandals
SCIENCE STUDENTS come to the SUS
general meeting Wednesday, Oct. 19,
Hebb Theatre. Liquid door prizes.

20 — Housing
UBC RESIDENCES have spaces available
for men in double rooms at Totem
Park. For more information on rooms
available on campus, come to the
Student Housing Office in the Ponderosa Building (next to the cafeteria). The office i s open Monday to
Friday from 8:30 to 4:30.

SUBFILMS NEEDS MAN with large
shovel to clean up after showings of
King Kong.
SUPER VIXENS this weekend in the
Old Auditorium.

80 — Tutoring

ROOM AND BOARD in exchange for
light housekeeping and some babysitting. Near UBC. 732-9377.

85 — Typing

25 — Instruction

EXCELLENT TYPING AT HOME on
IBM Selectric. Vancouver pick-up.
Reasonable rates. 986-2577.

TEACHER OF PIANO AND THEORY.
Excellent tuition for all grades and
ages. Prep, for Royal Cons, exams
and festivals. 682-7991.

ACCURATE TYPING on electric machine. Essays, thesis, etc. Call 4382972.

TEACHER OF PIANO AND THEORY.
Excellent tuition for all grades and
ages. Prep, for Royal Cons, exams
and festivals. 682-7991.
SPANISH CLASSES. Beginners and
advanced. Contact Bertha 738-3886.

EXCELLENT
TYPING.
Reasonable
rates. Call 731-1807, 12 noon to 9 p.m.

99 — Miscellaneous
NEED A GOOD ROCK-FUNK BAND for
your shaker? Reasonable rates. Phone
736-1983 or 731-0844.

PAGE FRIDAY

Astrology • An occult knowledge
This week Page Friday begins the first of a series of articles dealing
with alternative and occult forms of knowledge with an exposition of the
science of astrology, on PF 3.

TTie Doobie Brothers and Murray McLaughlan concerts are reviewed A
on PF 4.

In the visual arts, a hew book on Tom Thomson is reviewed on PF 2.
On the samepage we look at UBC's Fine Arts Gallery.

On the theatre scene, the plays Pygmalion and East of Ryga, West of
Cook are reviewed on PF 6. Reviews of the drama One Night Stand and
the film Kentucky Fried Movie appear on PF 7.

The creative arts page this week features a short story by UBC
student Nicholeas Read, on PF 5.

Part two of the article on libertarianism appears on PF 8, and Vista
closes the issue on PF 9.

art l^:
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Thomson shown in new perspective
By DAVID MORTON
Much of the attention centred on
Tom Thomson in recent years has
been concerned less with his involvement in Canada's Group of
Seven landscape painters, than the
circumstances surrounding his
mysterious death on July, 1917.
He died in a canoeing accident in
Algonquin Park in Northern Ontario, the official cause of death
being accidental drowning. But a
deep gash on his right temple and
evidence of bleeding in his right
ear caused speculation that his
death was not just an accident.
Tom Thomson: The Silence and
the Storm
by Harold Town and David P.
Silcox
McClelland and Stewart, 240 pages
$29.95 to Dec. 31, $42.50 thereafter
Suicide was the more popular
explanation despite a lack of
evidence that Thomson would do
such a thing.
In Tom Thomson: The Silence
and the Storm, editor Harold Town
nobly states that his purpose in the
book is not to go on about how
Thomson died, but what he lived
for. Town feels that Thomson's
recognition has been unjustly
treated with the whole death hoax.
He undertakes to show the paintings and the man for what he
implies is the first time ever.
To some extent he succeeds. The
book is the latest of McClelland and
Stewart's coffee table books, which
are always produced with a lot of
class. This one is no exception. Out
of the book's 240 pages, 122 are
beautiful full-color plates. There
are also many black and white
illustrations.

"TCie Group of Seven was one of
the first Canadian movements that
did not jump on the bandwagon of
some
grander
European
movement. Contrary to what other
movements were doing, the
Canadian a r t i s t s were concentrating on landscapes of
Northern Ontario.
It was the way that Thomson and
the Seven saw the landscape that
made them so unique. Their landscape was wild and harsh yet it
was handled with extreme sensitivity. It was a sublime landscape
in which nature as an external
environment reflected the inward
environment of the mind.
Tom Thomson's striking colors
and the implicit violence with
which he applied paint to canvas
make him one of the most vigorous
and prolific of the entire group
After a relatively short time
painting,
(he only
painted
seriously for five years) Thomson
quickly mastered his unique virtuosity.
Toward the end of the career, he
could literally squeeze paint onto
the canvas, stab violently with his
wide stiff-armed brush and
manipulate the canvas into a work
which almost singlehandedly
embodied the Group of Seven
vision.
Town, a well-known a r t i s t
himself, goes into Thomson's style
of painting in great depth, almost
to the point of going over the heads
of the lay readers. But the text
which accounts for much of the
appreciation of Thomson that is
gained from the book, is David P .
Silcox's biographical information.
Most important to the un-
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M E L T I N G SNOW . . . by Canadian artist Tom Thomson

derstanding of Thomson's work is
the fact that he spent most of his
life outdoors, particularly in the
landscape he painted. During the
months he spent in Northern Ontario sketching his subjects for the
winter months, he would make
extra money working as a fishing
guide. He was well acquainted with
thehabits of trout in the region and
was an accomplished fly-tier.
Pedanticism is not the only fault
of Town's writing. In attempting to
penetrate the glossy veneer of the
Thomson legend, he falls into a

Campus gallery visual oasis
have a permanent collection and
its dimensions are too small to
allow showing much large, contemporary art.
Allison has overcome this
poverty-stricken state and made
the gallery a funky, little corner
that pulls any casual passerby
right into the surroundings. Unlike
museums and some commercial
art galleries, the gallery's exhibits
change
every
month
and
demonstrate a striking diversity in
their subjects, ensuring that
almost
everyone
can
see
something interesting during the
year.
In its last exhibit last April, the
gallery featured pioneer Canadian
artist Frederick Arthur Verner.
After the present Ngwalndu show
ends on October 15, the gallery will
Compared to most
large switch to some work by Jim
universities, the gallery is im- Hanson. The Newfoundland-born
poverished, says Allison, as it painter works with graffiti, and his
receives all its funds from only the creativity should thoroughly enfine arts department. It doesn't tertain students, Allison says. (At

By F.RIC PROMISLOW
Next t i m e those off-white,
conte mporary-Eisenhower
classrooms in Buchanan and
Angus seem to become more and
more of the only artistic component around here, seek cultural
salvation in UBC's Fine Arts
Gallery.
The gallery, twenty-five years
old, is tucked away in a corner of
the Main Library's basement.
Curator Glenn Allison says it is
known as " "the most notorious
exhibition space in Canada." He
has only 2700 square feet of area in
the room, and the limiting sevenfoot-high ceiling and copious
pillars make it a challenge to
present almost any show effectively.

least those who enjoy browsing in
the cans.)
Allison's main object is to work
with the fine arts department in
"combat aginst visual idiocy." It is
one thing to try to stop illiteracy,
he says, "but the university has
another responsibility to educate
people visually as well."
"We want to create a greater
ambiance for culture in general,"
he adds. And regardless of the Ed
McKitka's and Alice Moore's
running around, students a r e
apparently agreeing with him. The
attendance this September was
four times of that last year at this
time, he estimates.
Admission to the gallery is free
(donations a r e gratefully accepted) and it's open Tuesday
through Saturday from 10:30 to 5
p.m. While it isn't exactly the
National Gallery of Canada, it
definitely is worth taking a look
inside.

Cop Shop wins as ugliest building

vice that is common to many
commentators on the Group of
Seven. That vice is Canadian
Nationalism.
Town uses such traditional
cliches as, "He enabled us to see
the Canadian Landscape in a new
way for the first time."
Firstly this kind of statement is a
great generalization. It was not the
Canadian landscape that was being
painted, rather it was the Northern
Ontario landscape.
Thomson and the Group of Seven
were primarily painters of nature,
and their contribution to the world
of art was a unique approach to
landscape painting — not the
Canadian landscape.
Granted the Group of Seven was
essentially
a
Canadian
phenomenon, and some of their
importance does lie in the fact of
their nationality. But here Town
falls short of his noble purpose in

writing the book. Instead of seeing
Thomson, the man and the painter,
he sees Thomson as a Canadian
phenomenon with many references
to his contributions to Canadian
Art. The book's purpose is a
celebration of the paintings of
Thomson, not an evaluation. This
is in itself a glossy veneer, like the
death legend, that prevents a real
understanding of the painter.
But one good aspect of the book's
approach is that it does not spend a
great deal of time lamenting the
death of Thomson before his
prime. What he left behind at the
relatively early age of 40, is the
pure embodiment of his young
artistic ideal — a vital ideal which
is untainted by the dark visions
which inevitably creep up with
age.
In any case, buy the book be*'"-"
New Year's, w h i l e it is Su:,
inexpensive. It won't be worth
while after then.

the 30's
Dance to J A Z Z of&40's
b y The Westside Feetwarmers
Friday Oct. 14th 9 a.m.-l p.m.
GRAD STUDENT CENTER BALLROOM
FULL

FACILITIES

Everyone Welcome Tickets $2.00
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Candia
Taverna
df '"

228-9512

SPECIALIZING IN
GREEK CUISINE
GR
,NE
& PIZZA

TPSI

*

228-9513

FAST FREE D E L I V E R Y - 4 5 1 0 W. 10th Ave.

RED LEAF RESTAURANT
Unique traditional Chinese Cooking
Special Luncheon Smorgasbord
FREE D E L I V E R Y
WEEKEND
10% Discount on
Cash pick-up orders
UNIVERSITY V I L L A G E

11:3O-9:00 p.m. every day except
Friday & Saturday till 11 :00 p.m.
Saturday-Sunday open at 4:00 p.m.

E
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228-9„. 4i
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Till Sat.

Huge selection of Mens and Womens
Original FRYE boots and casuals

THE V A N C O U V E R POLICE S T A T I O N is the winner of the first annual Page Friday Vancouver ugly
building contest. Spiritual and visual ugliness make this sinister edifice anathema to hearts and minds
everywhere.

Page Friday, 2
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THIN
RED LINE
Coming next week:
STOME30LT

FRASER ARMS
516 W.Hastings

770 Granville

1450 S.W. Marine Dr.
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occult

Astrology illuminates inner character
By MICHAEL TREW
Astrology is a science. In fact, in
order to understand astrology, you
must know a fair bit about
astronomy. The only essential
difference between them is that the
facts about the stars that are
merely presented by astronomy
are interpreted by astrology.
For example, we all know that
the tides are controlled by the
moon — a full moon means the
tides are high. Astrologers suggest
that when the moon is full the
unconscious waters of our minds
are affected.
This may sound farfetched, but
any policeman, cab driver or radio
announcer can give you all kinds of
examples of bizarre occurrences
which occur at the full moon. The
word "lunacy" comes from the
Latin luna, the moon.
Astronomy, then, is where one
must begin in the study of
astrology.
To understand how astrology
works, you must first understand
the natal horoscope. Briefly it is
the pattern formed by the stars at
the exact moment of your birth.
Normally this information is kept
on file at the hospital in which you
were born and can be obtained for
a small fee. With it, you begin your
numerical calculations.
One thing to keep in mind is that
the astrological information you
get from newspapers is not only
brief, but also based purely on the
idea of sun signs.
There are 12 sun signs which
correspond with the twelve
"signs" of the zodiac. It takes the
sun roughly a month to move from
one to the next; thus the
correspondence with the 12 months
of the year.
However, there are nine other
planets, all with
specific
"baracteristics which influence
-'"^.ith chart, so limiting your
daily analysis to the sun's influence is obviously an incomplete
method.
There are most certainly more
than 12 types of people in the world,
and in fact almost nobody has
identical charts, since the starts
only repeat themselves exactly
every 25,000 years.
On the other hand, the influence
of your sun is considered of major
significance, so a certain amount
of information can be gained from
a study of "sun signs." For
example, Taureans are considered
stolid, stable and stubborn; Leos
noble and wise; Scorpios secretive,
smart and sexy; Aquarians
mellow, changeable and flowing.
Linda Goodman's Sun Signs is
probably the best book on the
subject.
It must be remembered,
however, that the signs of the
zodiac are merely patterns which

help us better observe the motion
of the planets or "wanderers." In
reality there is no such thing as the
zodiac. The star groupings which
form the various constellations are
often made up of thousands of stars
which appear to blend together to
the viewpoint from this planet. It's
a relative reality. In fact the stars'
light is often hundreds of years old.
The ancient Chaldean and
Egyptian astrologers used the
constellations as their guide to
chart the planet's motion, and felt
that certain
configurations
repeated
themselves
with
corresponding
agricultural
ramifications.
As can easily be understood
astrology was considered of vital
importance in determining the
cycles of planting and reaping.
Farmers today still refer to the
"harvest moon," and many are
superstitious in spite of our increasingly efficient weather
service.
The next most important point in
your horoscope is your ascendant.
This is the sign of the zodiac which
is just coming up over the horizon
at your time of birth. It supposedly
determines your physical appearance and your day-by-day
attitude to life.
Whereas your sun sign determines your basic inner centre,
your ascendant determines how
you relate this centre to the world.
For example, Virgo-ascendant
people are considered serious and
intelligent, and often have round
faces. A good book to refer to here
is
Dane
Rhudyar's
The
Astrological Houses.
After the sign sign and ascendant, the next most important
factor in a chart is the position of
the moon. The characteristics
attributed to your sun sign and
moon are similar, but the moon
rules over unconscious characteristics and dispositions.
As you can see, each planet is
thus attributed a certain
significance in the chart.
To repeat, the sun represents
your basic ego, the ascendant your
outer self, the moon your inner
self. Mercury represents your
mind, Venus your heart and love
life, Mars your active nature,
Saturn your individuality and
Jupiter your group-consciousness.
The three furthest planets are
the least known, so the ideas they
represent aremore vague. Uranus,
as E. D. Howe discusses in Human
Possibility is referred to as
Renewal, Neptune as (spiritual)
Love, and Pluto as Truth. Howe
also describes two as yet undiscovered planets, Isis and Osiris,
representing Beauty and Goodness.
Following the location of the
planets in your chart (by the use of

EDUCATION
DANCE
OCT. 14, 1977
EDUCATION LOUNGE
8:00- 12:30

C.I.T.R. — DISCO
Tickets $1.00
Available Ed. Lounge

Once you have decided which
system you plan to use, you must
place the planets in their appropriate houses. This done, much
information becomes available to
you. For example, to have Saturn,
representing your individuality, in
the first house, means that your
approach to life will be serious.
Ctouple this with a Virgo ascendant
and you can see the reinforcing
nature of the interpretation.
Other points to recognize are the
aspects, or relationship in degrees,
of the planets between one another.
Here it must be noted that there
is no such thing as a good or bad
planet, a good or bad aspect.
Better to see these points of
reference as just that. In order to
properly interpret a horoscope you
must see it as a whole. The books
you read will describe positive and
negative influences, but the purpose of astrology is to "defeat" the
negative planets and to use the
positive ones constructively.
Once the birth chart is analyzed,
you may study the various
methods of "progressing" the
chart to make predictions for the
future.
While there is much validity in
these methods, there is also much
ASTROLOGER . . . searches heavens for key to fate
inexactitude and disagreement.
an ephemeris, a 100-year guide to corresponds to the 365 days of the The
best book on the subject is The
the progress of the planets through year, cannot be divided into 12 30- Progressed
Horoscope by Alan
the signs) and the calculation of degree segments if the integrity of Leo.
your
ascendant
by
a the system is to be preserved.
In my opinion, however,
mathematical
p r o c e d u r e Even though this reality is
described adequately in The New relative, as all are, there is no prediction is best left to the
clairvoyants — and even they get
Waite's Compendium of Natal excuse for inexactness.
Astrology, you have a decision to
Several other formulae have their wires crossed every now and
make. You must divide your been offered to solve the problem. again. Unfortunately, the validity
horoscope into 12 houses, all with The most popular after the Equal- of astrology is often judged wholly
specific meanings.
house system is the Tropical on the basis of whether it acPlacidus, which is listed in any curately predicts the future or not.
No one seems able to agree on ephemeris. I use the Regiomantus
My teacher taught me: "More
the best method of doing this.
system recommended by Adriano important than the influence of the
To arbitrarily make each house Carelli in his amusing book The 360 planets you see is the influence of
in the circle equal in size seems Degrees of the Zodiac. This book is those you don't see." In other
invalid to me, as this is not the way an
interpretation
of
the words, no amount of knowledge is
the zodiac appears to the naked significance of each degree, which adequate to describe an individual
eye, but many feel that this is not he worked out by meditating on — we are all unique. Therefore
important. To my mind the 360- each one for a day; the task took a astrology must be regarded as a
degree circle, which roughly year.
tool, but not an answer.
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Doobies should take it and leave it
By GLEN SCHAEFER
The Doobie Brothers should take
it to the streets — and leave it
there.
Their recent concert before a
sellout crowd at the Pacific
Coliseum was such a shoddy,
listless affair that they seemed to
want to get it over with as soon as
possible.
The concert opened with a loose
rendition of China Grove. The
inadequate sound mixing w a s
made painfully evident by the
opening guitar riff, which should
have been the dominant part of the
song but came out muffled and
almost inaudible.
After maiming their opening
number beyond recognition, the
Doobies bounced back with Taking

It To The Streets. This song was
handled competently, possibly due
to the fact that it is a simple song
based around a vocalist and a
piano.
The group tried to throw some
life into their performance next by
falling back on that old standby:
wild disjointed
instrumental
ramblings punctuated by freaky
lights, smoke and sparks. Yee-ha.
The Doobie Brothers a r e : Tom
Johnston, vocals, guitar; P a t
Simmons, vocals, g u i t a r ; Jeff
Baxter, g u i t a r ; Tiran P o r t e r ,
vocals, bass; Mike McDonald,
vocals, k e y b o a r d s ; and Keith
Knudsen and John Hartman, both
on drums. My theory as to why the
band has two drummers is this:
with two drummers playing; at

least one of them should be playing
in time with the music. It didn't
work that way, though.
The concert hit rock bottom with
Black Water. This song, more than
any of their others, is based around
the vocals. It was, therefore, the
vocals which butchered the song. It
was a relief when the audience
started singing and the Doobies
shut up for a while.
They ended their set with a
noisy,
smokey,
totally
disorganized piece of raunch. They
came back for an encore which I
didn't have the stomach to endure.
As I left the Coliseum, a painful
thought occurred to me. I could
easily have scalped my ticket for
$10 before the concert. Why didn't
I?

' ifl
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loud noise and murdered vocals

Mclaughlin's new folk-rock wins over critic
By LARRY HILL
The audience didn't know how to
react to him. Some who were
hoping for folk music sat back in
their seats wondering. Others
leaned forward to pull in Murray
McLaughlan's concert as he filled
the air in the Orpheum Wednesday
night with a ruthless, driving
energy.
A man spoke reprovingly to his
friend while walking along
Granville Mall after the concert:
"Forget it man, it's obvious he's
heading into rock, and he's not
gonna begoingback (to folk)." But
others buzzed out the exit door and
carried the guts of McLaughlan's
show with them into the night.

Down by the Henry Moore was
played with a different musical
arrangement than the recorded
version on Sweeping the Spotlight
Away. McLaughlan and the Silver
Tractors teased the audience by
playing the song's original melody
before plunging into its upbeat
pace.
Dennis Pendrith of the Silver
Tractors has played bass with
McLaughlan since the Songs for
the Street album of many years
ago. Over the years he has
maintained
a smooth,
understanding sound that underlines
McLaughlan's music without
overpowering it. Pendrith com-

bined this musical subtlety with
background vocals that similarly
complemented the lead singing
Wednesday night.
McLaughlan and the Silver
Tractors played many of the cuts
on their newly released album,
Hard Rock Town.
"Canada has always had a lot of
new people," McLaughlan said to
introduce Immigrant, "because
we've got lots of room. This is a
song about what the new people go
through."
In I m m i g r a n t , McLaughlan
sings of people whose dreams
about life in a new country haven't
materialized:

£DHt

" T h e m o v i e t h a t e v e r y o n e is t a l k i n g
a b o u t is " S t a r w a r s " — Les W e d m a n ,

McLaughlan has changed. He
hasn't moved from folk into rock;
he has succeeded at encompassing
both of them. His expanded
musical horizons better suit his
versatile songwriting. Backed up
by the Silver Tractors, he has put
together a pulsing, powerful sound
which allows him more expression
with his songs.

GENERAL

Starring M a r k H a m l l l , Harrison F o r d ,
Carrie Fisher, Peter Cushlng and Alec
Guinness.

SHOW TIMES:
1 2 : 1 5 , 2 : 3 5 , 4 : 5 5 , 7 : 1 5 , 9 : 3 5 . 918 GRANVILLE
Sunday 2 : 3 5 , 4 : 5 5 , 7 : 1 5 , 9 : 3 5 .
685-5434
SHOWTIMES
O D E O N - 12:40, 2:55, 5:10

Who is

7:25, 9 : 4 0

Sunday f r o m 2 : 5 5
D U N B A R 7:25, 9:40

Since his first album. Songs for
the Street, McLaughlan has been
known for his ability to recreate
the gut level mood of back alleys at
midnight and rain-filled garbage
cans. On stage, he comes across as
a man who grabs life and squeezes
for every drop it is worth.

AL PACINO
MARTHE KELLER

odEON

dlJNbAR
DUNBAR at 30th
224-7252

881 GRANVILLE
682-7468

U U
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re and funny
f u n n yJ l ^ H
.Original, alive
mpp]I' i n ^ H
C h a r l les
es C
C hh aa m
stamn, CRAIG RUSSELL»HOLLIS McLAREN LosAngeles
Angeles T
Tii m e s ^ H
Warning:
occasional
suggestive
scenes & dialogue. B.C. D i r .

At the Orpheum, his songs
carried a high-flying spirit, and he
bounced around to them like a live
wire. He barely spoke to those who
had come to hear him, but the zest
for life communicated in his songs
challenged the audience:
Don't you feel like the highest
note on a golden trumpet.
get it up 'cause sure enough it'll
soon come down.
He opened the show with Down
by the Henry Moore, where he
sings of being euphorically
possessed by the streets of
Toronto. The song brought a
rousing applause from
the
aud : ence,
for
it
typifies
McLaughlin's songwriting. While
often singing about his own experiences, he steps far beyond
himself and into the world at large,
reeling in the city life that is his
home.
It was clear after the first few
notes of the concert that, with his
Silver Tractors, McLaughlan has
built a new dimension into his
songs.

CORONET 1
851 GRANVILLE
685-6828

SHOWTIMES - 12:00, 2:05, 3:50,
5:55, 7 : 4 5 , 9 : 5 5 ; Sunday from 2 : 0 5

FANTASTIC ANIMATION FESTIVAL General
THE GREATEST COLLECTION OF
ANIMATED FILMS IN THE WORLD!

Show Times:
12:05, 2:00, 3:50, 5:45, 7:40, 9:35
Sunday 2:00, 3:50, 5:45, 7:40, 9:35

LIZA MINIMELLI-ROBERT DENIRO

"NEW YORK,
NEW YORK"

CORONET 2
851 GRANVILLE
685-6828

O N E SHOW
AT 8:00

bROAdwAV 1
7 0 7 W. BROADWAY]
874-1927

MART1J FELDMAN
MICHAEL 1JORK DROAdwAV 2
GENERAL
SHOWS A T 7:30, 9:20

j
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" I NEVER PROMISED Y O U A
ROSE G A R D E N "
KATHLEEN QUINLAN
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McLaughlan moved back and
forth between keyboards, piano,
electric guitar and acoustic guitar,
and brought out his harmonica for
longstanding favorites such as
Honky Red.
Despite recent illness, he sang
strongly on Wednesday night. He
put out a sound as angry as that ol
any rock band on the road today.
Yet he gave himself room for soft
sounds in songs such as Well, Well.
Well and You Need a New Lover
Now, which he sang for an encore.
Not only has McLaughlar
managed a fusion of folk and rock
he has managed it well.

Over the ocean
In a 747
Over the waves so blue
And the first thing you know
The old ways go
And your children don't talk
like you do.
Ben Mink added a rich, mellow
tone to this song with sensitive
violin playing. Mink's fine mandolin workbrings a unique sound to
the band.
Following Pendrith, Mink was
the second instrumentalist to join
up with McLaughlan. Jorn Anderson ( d r u m s ) and E u g e n e
Martynec (guitar) were the final
two to join the band.
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ENGLISH SUB-TITLES

7 0 7 W. BROADWAY I
874-1927

MATURE
SHOWS 7:30-9:30

DARK
CAMBIE at 18th
876-2747

MATURE
SHOWS A T
7:30-9:30

VARSITy
224-3730
4375 W. 10th
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This week's creative arts page features a short story by
BC student Nicholas Read. Page Friday publishes subissions made by UBC students in the areas of fiction,
etry and the graphic arts.
He had chosen to wear a conservatively cut grey suit over
vvhite shirt and charcoal tie and was now busily fastening
e jacket's middle button as he examined his appearance
front of a mirror. His sandy blonde hair was cut con•icuously short and his fair clean-shaven complexion was
ee from blemishes. On his nose he had placed a pair of
ick-rimmedblack glasses, which together with the rest of
s dress gave him a formal, if not prudish appearance.
As he stood looking into the mirror he took his time in
rutinizing the image before him. His eyes travelled atntively over his figure making sure that every hair was in
ace and that each article of clothing had been properly
3aned and pressed.
His face wore a thoughtful expression as he carefully
ljustedhis glasses and straightened his tie. He then drew
)ser to the glass. With his meticulously washed white
nds, he began to stroke gently his boyish skin as he
amined it for dirt and perspiration. Finding none, he
spped back from the mirror and smiled with vain apoval as he took a last admiring look at himself. The inection had taken several minutes, but satisfied at last
th his appearance, he left his house and called for a taxi
lich took him to the front door of his hostess' residence.
He had been invited to lunch by an elderly woman who
d been a friend of his mother's before his mother's death,
illowing the death, however, he had seen her only on a few
casions. He was pleasantly surprised to receive the in;ation.
Upon his arrival, he was greeted with a warm but polite
>s from his hostess who then invited him to follow her to
e dining area where, seated around an elegantly apinted table, were three women, each in her late sixties.
"Well ladies, here he is at last," tittered the old woman.
Proper introductions were made and on meeting each
iy, he assured her of his genuine pleasure at making her
uaintance.
'I told you he was charming," beamed his hostess, "And
well dressed, not at all like so many of the young people
lay."
Ihe three women nodded with approval.
Lunch was served and as they ate he amused them with
;ver stories from his past, often making references to the
y role which his hostess had played in his upbringing,
is resulted in repeated chirps of laughter from the old
>man as she blushed with delight and feigned emrrassment. He was careful not to monopolize the conrsation and in turn listened politely to his luncheon
mpanions when they spoke.
Throughout the afternoon the four women frequently
ide remarks as to the impeccability of his manners and
w sad it was that other young people were not more like
n. On hearing such compliments he smiled gratefully and
sured his audience that he did not deserve such high
aise. This modesty was invariably greeted with
tegorical denials.

e Clown

with an uproar coming from a table located at the rear of
the room. After acknowledging his reception committee of
five men who were seated at the table, he pushed his way
through the crowd to the back of the room.
"What took you so long?" demanded one of the men who
seemed to be the leader of the group.
Before he was able to answer he was interrupted by a
second man who laughed, "I think we can guess, don't you
guys?"
This remark signalled a collective guffaw from all six
men and the question was forgotten.
Two pints of beer had been ordered for him prior to his
arrival and he drank them dry without pausing once, much

He stood looking in the mirror at the image before him. His
eyes travelled attentively over his figure, making sure every
article of clothing had been properly cleaned and pressed.
\t three o'clock, despite the entreaties of his dinner
mpanions for him to stay, he was forced to make his
ologies for leaving as he had another appointment later
at afternoon. He said goodbye to each woman expressing
incere desire for another meeting in the near future, and
t through the hallway closing the glass doors to the dining
im behind him.
Closing the doors, he could hear distinctly the chatter of
; hostess and her remaining three guests as they priased
n for his good manners and command of the social
aces. This pleased him and he walked out to the street
th a feeling of genuine pleasure at having entertained the
1 ladies so successfully. But this feeling of contentment
Jed as he began to think about preparations for his next
dertaking of the afternoon.
These thoughts continued to engross him as he entered his
artment and took off the grey suit and starched white
irt which he had worn to lunch. After putting away these
rments, he put on an unwashed blue T-shirt which was
TI in several places and a pair of oil-stained denim
veralls. Over a pair of thick work socks he pulled on mudked battered work boots which he laced up under his
nts.
Once he was dressed, he stood before the mirror to make
inal check of his appearance as he had done earlier. The
me intensity of concentration was reflected in his eyes as
studied him image. His gaze passed slowly and
liberately over his outfit making sure that it was suitable
- his next outing. He smiled haughtily at the weathered
iseled face which stared back at him and proudly ran his
ugh callused hands through the curly uncombed black
ip of hair which covered his head. He then turned his
ad sideways to admire his rugged chin and to scratch at
2 tufts of black whiskers which sprouted haphazardly
>m it. He stood that way for several minutes before
iving to call a taxi.
This time his destination was a bar which was notorious
• its unruly and often violent clientele. The din from the
r was audible long before he opened its doors. Hearing
s first sounds of loud shouting and laughter, he braced
nself for what was to come.
When he entered the bar he was immediately greeted
iday, October 14, 1977

to the delight of his companions. More beer was then ordered for all.
He spent the next two hours guzzling beer and telling
jokes each of which resulted in loud laughter around the
table and he took great pleasure in hearing the comments
made by his companions about his great stories.
When he announced his intentions to leave, his friends
begged him to stay but in spite of their pleas, he downed a
final stein of beer and turned to go. As he made his way
through the barroom he could hear the men talking about
him appreciably. Their comments gave him great selfsatisfaction and he grinned as he walked out onto the street,
but this feeling was soon replaced again by nervous anticipation for his last appointment of the day.
He was expected at a small party that evening and a
quick glance at his watch told him that he had just enough
time to prepare himself. First to come off were the cumbersome work boots and the heavy socks. He then stripped
himself of the denim coveralls and cotton T-shirt and threw
them on his bed. From his closet he took a loosely fitting
cotton shirt embroidered carefully with red and green
thread which he put on. He then pulled on a pair of faded
blue jeans with patches on the knees and a pair of handmade Indian sandals. Then, as he had done twice before, he
took time to study his appearance in the mirror.
He swayed slightly from side to side as he inspected every
detail of his outfit. Once convinced that his shirt fit
correctly and his new jeans looked suitably ragged, his eyes
travelled up the glass to the thin, almost gaunt face which
looked back at him. He ran his fingers over the fine bone
structure and smoothed down the handsome moustache
which graced its upper lip. He then took a comb and
lovingly ran it through the long chesnut coloured mane
which fell in loose waves on his shoulders. On his nose he
placed a pair of delicately rimmed spectacles and then
smiled at the completed picture in the mirror. This
examination again lasted several minutes, but having at
last satisfied himself, he left for his third destination.
It was evening when he arrived on the doorstep of the
large old house and from within he could hear the sounds of
lively conversation and laughter.
He did not have to wait long before the door was opened
THE
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by a young girl who squealed with delight when she saw
him. "Why we were just talking about you, and here you
are!" exclaimed the young woman almost spilling what
was left of the martini which she held in her free hand,
"Come in, come in, we want you to help settle an
argument."
Her eager reception of him had pleased him and he entered the living room in high spirits.
The room was occupied by a group of young people
dressed similarly to himself. Some sat on the few pieces of
furniture in the room while others lounged on the large
cushions lying around the floor. Each of the guests was
holding either a drink or a joint and all were listening intently to an argument between two young women who sat in
the centre of the room.
His hostess offered him a cushion by the arguing couple
who stopped their bickering upon his arrival. "Now," began
his hostess, "Joanne says that there is no place for
organized religion in today's society while Martha says
there is. We all know how clever you are so we want your
opinion."
Both the spectators and participants seemed equally
anxious to hear his thoughts on the subject and he was
happy to oblige them by expounding in great detail his
views on both eastern and western philosophies and their
relevance in the world of today.
The evening's topics of conversation ranged from the
works of D.H. Lawrence to how to prepare an elegant
Japanese breakfast for two. But no matter the subject he
found no difficulty in amusing his audience with his clever
stories and opinions.
The party continued in this vein until midnight at which
time he thanked his hostess for inviting him and said he had
to go. And, as had happened twice before, his announcement triggered pleas from his friends imploring him
to stay longer. But in the same way as he had done before,
he refused, and after numerous goodbyes he turned to go.
As he left he paused briefly to catch his hostess' words on
the subject of what a fine fellow he was and how his company always gave her such pleasure. He smiled as he closed
the door of the house behind him.
During his ride home he recalled his success at the party
with pleasure but as the taxi pulled up in front of his door,
the events of the evening faded. The house was dark except
for the light from the small amber porchlamp which guided
his slow steps to the entrance. As he unlocked the front door
and peered into the lonely dark rooms he felt a strange
uneasiness. Once inside, he did not turn on the hall light but
instead felt his way through the still blackness to his
bedroom. There, he fumbled for the light switch by the door
andflickedit on, flooding the room with a yellow light.
He stood motionless for several minutes staring into the
silent room before collecting himself and beginning his
methodical preparations for bed. His arms seemed
unusually heavy as he strained to pull the curtains closed
and h is tired feet dragged as he moved to turn down the bed.
Having done so, he took off the cotton shirt and faded jeans
and tossed them onto the floor. He then stood before the
mirror and looked at his reflection. But this time his gaze
lacked the intensity and interest of the earlier
examinations. Instead he could only look into the sad eyes
of his mirror image as he reluctantly took off the last mask.
Behind the mask there was nothing.
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Ross outstanding; Quiller fails
By VERNE McDONALD
Actor David Ross attempts a
tour de force in City Stage's
production of The Last of the
Gladiators by George Ryga and
The Quiller by Michael Cook.
Both of these one-act plays are
essentially dramatic monologues
for one actor and Ross tackles both
parts in an exercise that is one part
ego and three parts aggressive
talent.
East of Ryga. West of Cook
hv George Ryga and
Michael Cook
City Stage, 745 Thurlow St.
in til Oct. 22
In The Last of the Gladiators, an
adaptation by Ross and Ken
Smedley of Ryga's novel Night
Desk, he plays Romeo Kuchmir, a
wrestler, fight promoter and
hustler who harangues a young
writer working on the night desk in
a skid row hotel.
Ryga's Kuchmir is a character
of huge proportions, a truly largerthan-life personality. Ross grows
into the part and eventually fits it
like a glove, shouting his grandiose
dreams and railing against the

ROSS AS QUILLER . . .
stupidity and inhumanity of the.
world.
Kuchmir is overbearing and
obnoxious and knows it, but doesn't
care. He revels in it and laughs at it

a sow's ear is just that
and dares the world to slap him
down.
Ken Smedley, playing the
nameless "kid" on the night desk
isn't going to do it. His back to the

audience, without a word of
dialogue to speak, he is an ineffectual character in every way.
So Kuchmir goes on, alternately
laughing at and pleading with the
silent clerk, telling jokes and
weeping through tales of misery,
all related with grand gestures and
broad expression.
The measure of Ross' performance is that he conveys the
underlying vulnerability in Kuchmir's personality, the fear and
insecurity that lies under the
brash, loudmouth ego games.
Ryga's
novel
provides
superlative material, and Ross
does an almost equally superb job
of acting it out. He tries for the
same with Michael Cook's The
Quiller, but there the material fails
him.
The main character is a senile
Newfoundlander that has become a
recluse, alone in his house, after
the deat of his wife.
The play portrays his final break
from reality into the realm of
madness, but does so without real
conviction or clarity.
"Everything's the same, but it's
different,'' he tells God in one of his
many heart to heart talks with the
Almighty, and that's about as clear

a statement as can be obtaini
from the play.
Eventually the impressic
evolves that both The Quiller ai
Cook's play are disintegrath
tragedies going nowhere.
Ross occasionally allows h
affected islander accent to get t<
thick to be decipherable, ar
recorded voices meant to indica
off-stage presences are distortc
and at least one time came in lat
ruining the rhythm that Ross hi
carefully built up.
Correcting such technical faul
will not be enough, however,
make this play a worthwhile pie<
of theatre. Its barely discernib
plot surfaces and dives like a coi
in a Grand Banks gale, ar
eventually sinks without a trac
Fortunately the plays run
lunchhourson alternate days, wi
The Quiller on Tuesday ar
Thursday and The Last of tl
Gladiators on Wednesday ar
Friday (with both running in tl
evening Wednesday
throup
Saturday).
Though missing The Quilh
would be no tragedy, missing bo
of these fine performances t
David Ross would be the theatr
goer's loss.

Pygmalion lives
BvJOHNI.EKFCH
Before you can enter the
Playhouse
production
of
Pygmalion, you may have to sidestep a couple of money-hungry
flower girls. Clearly the idea of
placing cockney flower sellers in
the opening night lobby mirrors the
entire Playhouse mentality. It is
cute, bright and deeply rooted in
commercialism.
Don't be apprehensive, however.
As long as you bear no resemblance to Ben Metcalfe (who is
refused tickets for the unpardonable sin of being critical),
you can enter the theatre and be
handsomely entertained. The
Playhouse production of George
Bernard Shaw's Pygmalion, apart
from a few opening night rough
edges, is a highly appealing effort.
Pvgmalion
bv George Bernard
at the Vancouver
directed f>y Derek

Shaw
Playhouse
Goldby

DOOLITTLE . . . no happy ending
It is to Derek Goldby's credit
that he lets the natural charm of
Pygmalion rise to the surface. He
wisely moves the play along at a
fast, breezy pace. With all of
Shaw's philosophizing
about
middle class morality, it is the
likable energy of his characterizations which has made the play so
popular.
This charm is certainly reflected
in the play's casting. Nicola
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Cavendish plays Eliza Doolittle,
the grubby street vendor who
yearns "to be a lady in a flower
shop." She is comfortable in the
role, managing the transition from
gutter to ballroom with satisfying
ease. Yet, thankfully, there is
always a trace of her street origins
beneath the jewels and evening
dress. Cavendish is no stiffly transformed peacock, but an Eliza in
whom the audience can believe.
Nevertheless it is Christopher
Newton, as Professor Henry
Higgins, who sets the production's
tone. Because of Newton's responsibilities as an artistic
director, there is a tendency to
forget that he is a fine actor. His
Higgins is a man who exudes
nervous energy. Newton manages
the difficult task of being
ingratiatingly a b r a s i v e with
considerable skill.
The success
of
Newton,
Cavendish and Clothier stems — at
least partially— from their ability
to overact with a certain amount of
conspicuous grace. Pygmalion is
essentially light entertainment and
they know how to have fun with it.
Unfortunately, the same cannot
be said for Terence Kelly. Kelly,
who portrays Colonel Pickering,
seems uncomfortable playing an
elderly man. He conveys little of
thecharacter's military bearing or
fundamental dignity. Obviously,
the fine, upstanding officer from
Tnjah routine should not be grossly
overdone. It's just that the others
are having such a great time
dancing, while Kelly permanently
sits this one out.
This is not to say that Goldby
offers us a sort of My Fair Lady
without music. Eliza does not run
off into the sunset with Higgins.
The director is suitably wary of
indulging in what Shaw refers to as
our "lazy dependence" on happy
endings.
The
production
rightfully
suggests that the Professor and
Eliza are emotionally involved.
Shaw has created a situation which
is ripe with romantic potential. It is
unrealistic to assume that the
audience can merely intellectualize this potential away. Yet he
insists on getting out the mallet
and, after repeated taps on our
emotional knees, telling us not to
kick.
This is why Goldby's melancholy
interpretation of the ending should
be applauded. It would have been
. disappointingly easy to conclude
on a tone of snobbish cynicism.
Shaw realized this when he ended
his screenplay for Pygmalion on an
optimistic note.

RAINBOW
Vancouver s most exciting disco!

In t h e \^<>fcxfiiiHSvu«»: o n t h e H a r b o u r s i d e 1133 West H a s t i n g s Street, T e l . 6 8 9 - 9 2

STARTING OCT. 15th
THE BEST IN

Every Saturday Afternoon
from 2 - 5 p.m.
NO COVER CHARGE
SPECIAL BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT

Puts FUN
back into
Saturday
Afternoons!

639 HOWE ST.
Across from Pacific Centre

684-4435
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theatre

Bolt play on loneliness thrills
By MERRILEE ROBSON
In this month's Vancouver
agazine Ben Metcalfe criticizes
iristopher Newton and the
ayhouse Theatre for the lack of
madian drama in this season's
leup. Lately, as theatres across
inada begin their season,
wspapers and magazines seem
be full of articles making the
me criticism.
ie Night Stand
Carol Bolt
•ected by Kathryn Shaw
ivid Y. H. Lui Theatre

M

Dne Night Stand, an Arts Club
eatre production at the David Y.
Lui Theatre, is a Canadian play,
d, whileit hasn't made it into the
ts Club's regular series, it does
;tice to all the critics who have
en saying that Canadian plays
serve to be produced.
3arol Bolt's play is billed as a
•nedy-thriller and it does not
im to be great drama. It does

not have the impact of Bolt's Red
Emma, a play about Emma
Goldman. Nevertheless, it is entertaining and well-paced and
there is no reason why it shouldn't
be as great a financial success as
any play at the Arts Club.
The first act of One Night Stand

D A I S Y A N D RAFE . . . calm before the storm

is the comedy. It is Daisy's thirtieth birthday and she has been
neglected by her friends and her
married lover. She picks up Rafe, a
young musician, in a disco and
beings him back to her apartment.
But Rafe is not interested in

ntucky Fried Movie
ected by John Landis
ncouver Centre Theatre
The tone of the film is set at its
set by a news reporter who
orms the audience that "the
icorn you're eating has just
?n pissed in."
Subjects such as the media, sex
i advertising are explored in an
tertaining collage of news
>adcasts, advertisement spoofs
i short dramas,
n one news report it is suggested
it a solution to the energy crisis
y be to explore alternative
irces of fuel, such as crude oil
m the faces of adolescents,
fentucky Fried Movie leaves
le to the imagination and surges the bounds of humor at
les.
'he United Appeal for the Dead
t, in which the decomposing
ly of a dead boy is maintained so
t he may join his family for
ner and other social occasions,
he most tasteless moment of the

However, a courtroom scene
which uses predictable puns and
double entendres (such as when a
lawyer holds up a rubber penis as
an explanation of the penal
system) quickly becomes boring.
In short, it's a mixed bag.
The last drama provides an
amusing finale: it shows a young
couple making love in front of a
television set while the news
reporters on the television screen
become absorbed in watching
them.
Although Kentucky Fried Movie
may turn you off sex, it provides
witty satire and some good laughs.

Rafe is an enigma. He appears to
be cheerful and uncomplicated. He
tells Daisy a number of conflicting
stories about himself but he tells
(hem all with conviction. He is
sweet, affectionate and utterly
adorable. Although the first act
does give some indication of the
tension to come in the second act, it
is hard at intermission to imagine
where the thriller part of the play
comes in.
Tne second act is the thriller.
While the first act dragged a bit
near the end, the last half of the
play is very tight.
Director Kathryn Shaw is to be
commended for this. The two main
actors, Diana Leblanc and Jon
Bryden, give very credible performances. Linda Morgan's
costumes are attractive and
realistic. And a trip to any West
End apartment will make Doug
Welch's set look hilariously appropriate.

Dean off Women's Office

Culture parodied
By MARTA MARTEN
[f you want to laugh at yourself
d at culture in America, go see
ntucky Fried Movie. But those
10 cringe at the thought of
itant honesty will certainly be
ended.
The film is composed of a series
vignettes which are often funny
d occasionally tasteless. The use
crude, slapstick humor places
ntucky Fried in the tradition of
;1 Brooks and Monty Python. It is
t a film for the faint-hearted.

simply going to bed. He wants to
talk. Their dialogue is an hilarious
series of jokes but the banter is
used to develop the characters
very well.
Daisy is a touching character.
She attempts to appear cynical and
secure. She insists that she picked
Rafe up only because she wanted to
go to bed.
But Daisy is really very
vulnerable. She pretends that she
doesn't care about birthdays and
she tries to hide her cake from
Rafe. ButwhenRafe insists that he
will throw a party for her she gets
carried away by his enthusiasm.
Daisy's story could have been
told in a maudlin way. But because
she tries to hide her feelings or
express them through bitchy
banter the sadness of her situation
is more touching. It is only because
Rafe is able to see through her that
we are given this insight into her
character.

.Wear it..

to say it

...whatever your message!
Custom screen-printed T-shirts
for business promotions, groups
& organizations.
j T-SHIRT
AQVERTISI'NG

"GO HIRE YOURSELF
AN EMPLOYER"
Career Counselling Workshops
for
Undergraduate and
Graduate Women
Thursday, October 20, 12:30 2:15 p.m.
Buchanan Penthouse
Graduate Women in Science

4447 QUEBEC ST, VANCOUVER,V5V 3L6

Thursday, October 27, 12:30 - 2:15 p.m
Mildred Brock Room, Brock Hall
Undergraduate Women (3rd & 4th year) in
Arts and Science

874-9243

ART CLASSES

III.

BY
Robert E. Wood
Location— Richmond
Cost - $20 per month for 4 - 254 hour classes plus 1 Night per week |
general discussion.
Classes limited to six students
For further information & enrollment

CONTACT: BOB THOMPSON
732-3351 - 9-4 p.m.
669-4255 after 6:00

Thursday, November 10, 12:30 - 2:15 p.m.
Mildred Brock Room, Brock Hall
Undergraduate Women (3rd & 4th year) in
Arts and Science

Workshops will include evaluations of skills, career and lifegoals,
resume writing and interviewing techniques.
A l l students participating in the workshops are invited to make
appointments for individual counselling following group sessions.

Please sign up on
Dean of Women's Door
B u c h a n a n , Room 4 5 6

I.

i Fistful of Yen, the main skit,
irizes both Kung Fu adventures
1 the spaghetti westerns of
gio Leone. The hero is a male
ith who speaks with an eniring lisp. Unfortunately his
rtial arts talents against hordes
men becomes monotonous to
tch. This could have been
vented by editing. At the end of
skit it is unclear to both the
lience and the protagonist
;ther the adventure was a
am or reality.
lost of the actors are unknowns
a provide enjoyable pernances. There are glimpses of
rs such as Donald Sutherland
I Arte Johnson, but the use of
amiliar faces is refreshing,
ections of the film appear to
e been videotaped, which may
disturbing for those interested
:inematography.
ne of the more memorable
nettes is about a theatre which
tures Feel Around, an effect
;reby the patrons are subject to
same sensations experienced
the actors on screen.
day, October-14, 1977
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politics

Sexual morality limitsfreedomin personal relations
By BRIAN STOFFEL
Last week, the role of church and
state were examined from the
libertarian perspective.
In part
two, the relation between liberty
and morals is analyzed.

A consideration of these views on
Church and state leads one to
suspect that there might be a cose
link between these institutions and
the codes by which people manage
their behaviour.
The link, I would suggest, is
between authoritarianism and
repressive moral codes.
This comes out most clearly in
the case of sex, and libertarian
sexual theory should be understood
in this light.
Contrary to the popular
misconception that free love (poor
maligned notion) means simply
promiscuous and indiscriminate
sexual activity, what is fundamentally important in the idea is
what the love is free from.

What needs to be absent is not
the ability to restrain desire, but
rather the guilt feelings and
compulsive tendencies which can
arise in relationships. In turn, the
absence of guilt feelings depends
partly on seeing through the
notions of sin and worthlessness,
and consequently seeing through
the moralists who put this sort of
view forward.
The stock-in-trade of such
moralists is to furnish people with
a set of categories through the
prism of which to understand
themselves; the libertarian
demand is that those categories be
laid bare in order to allow us to see
just how they work, for they work
all too well.
In a relationship which is
marked by an absence of guilt
feelings, there will be an increase
in sexual pleasure and satisfaction,
leading to a lessening or disap-

pearance of neurotic tensions and
resulting in a straightforward
relationship: a relationship to
which both partners will have a
realistic approach.
It probably goes without saying
that the libertarian support for
complete sexual freedom is based
on a study of the psychology of sex,
and especially the contributions
made in that area by Wilhem
Reich.

beautifully packaged and prepared
(books, movies, TV Talk shows
etc.,) as a marvellous display
item, that is, not as something for
the realization in practice by individuals, but rather something to
look at, bask in the reflected glory
of and experience at the level of
imagination.
One hopes that the sort of attitude found in open sexual
relationships might carry over into
relations with members of the
An aim of the theory is to rein- family group, one's employer and
troduce into open discussion issues so on, suggesting that the removal
concerning the nature of romantic of barriers and illusions in one area
love, compulsive monogamy and can promote and in turn be
possessive jealousy etc., primarily promoted by seeing through
because it seems clear to me that illusions in other areas.
the "sexual revoultion" has done
In general then, one of the main
next to nothing in providing light contentions of libertarian theory is
' for these dark areas.
that there is a close connection
Like most things which come between free activities in one field
labelled as "revolutionary" the and those in another.
whole
phenomenon
comes
Similarily, authoritarianism and

submissiveness extend from c
field to another, so that,
example, a person who
credulous about religion, or whc
sexually repressed will tend to
servile toward his employi
political bosses and so on, and
likely to have conservati
political views.
It follows from what I have be
saying, especially the ar
moralist aspect of it, that lib
tarianism has no special clair
that there is nothing in it to say tl
it must or should be followed.
The libertarian stance is m
Utopian and on the whole fail
pessimistic about the prospects ]
sweeping change, so the empha
is more heavily on sustained c
positions and "permanent protes
in Max Nomad's sense, the p<
manent job of criticizing t
agencies within the society whi
manufacture ideologies.

SCIENCE UNDERGRADUATE
SOCIETY
GENERAL MEETING
S CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES

I

FEE REFERENDUM

DOOR PRIZES

WINNING T-SHIRT

HEBB THEATRE 12:30 Wed. Oct. 19

SCIENCE UNDERGRADUATE
SOCIETY
of
YES! course!!
FEE LEVY?
DO YOU WANT:

ALL FOR ONLY
$1 PER YEAR!

•More dances and suds nights?
•The Sounds UV Science newsletter?

Bigger?

Better?

'Continued development of a speaker's
program?
•Sports, the intramural
program?
•Better departmental
representation
through better
•To develop

an

prornotion?

anti-calendar?

To Promote Science?
And more?

COME TO THE S.U.S. GENERAL MEETING in HEBB THEATRE

POLLS AT HEBB, SUB, & SEDGEWICK WED. OCT. 19

COME AND VOTE!
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By NICHOLAS READ
The Burnaby Arts Council
welcomes you to another of their
craft fairs this Sunday, Oct. 16,
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. The fair
provides a unique opportunity for
you to get to know craftspeople and
talk with them about their work.
There will be continuous live music
throughout the day, a supervised
children's paint-in, and of course a
display of crafts. The craft fair
takes place on the Main Mall,
Century Park at Canada Way and
Gilpin.
Lilith, a women's t h e a t r e
collective from San Francisco,
makes their Canadian debut this
Saturday, Oct. 15 at the Simon
Fraser University Centre for the
Arts
with
a play
called
Moonlighting — A Play About
Women and Work. Moonlighting
is an exploration of the problems
and victories in the lives of
working women, and will be
performed only once at 8 p.m.
Tickets are available at the SFU
Theatre box office and at the
Vancouver Ticket Centre.
Days and Months and Years to
Come, the Vancouver
East
Cultural Centre's resident new
music ensemble, will present the
first in a series of five concerts this
Sunday, Oct. 16 at9 p.m. The series
focuses on the music of today's
classical
composers,
and
highlights from the first concert
include works by Thomas Baker,
Gilbert Amy and John Cage.
The Vancouver Society for Early
Music is presenting keyboard duo
Bradford T r a c e y and Rolf
Junghans in a performance of
Forte-piano for Four Hands. The
program will include works by J.
C. Bach, Mozart, Beethoven and
Carl Maria von Weber and begins
at 8:30 p.m. this evening at the
Koerner Recital Hall inside the
Community Music School, 1270
Chesnut Street. Tickets a r e
available at the Magic Flute
Record Shop.
One of Canada's leading wind
instrumentalists, bassoonist
George Zukerman, will be performing selections by Mozart,
Goldberg, Ozi, Longo and Weber,
an Monday, Oct. 17 at 8:30 p.m. at
the Vancouver E a s t Cultural
Centre, 1895 Venables.
For those interested in art, the
Royal Water-Colour Society is
displaying 75 water colours done
by members of the Society's Club
3f London. The exhibition takes
olace at the SFU Art Gallery and
-uns from Oct. 17 to Nov. 4. Gallery
lours a r e 10 a.m. t o l p.m. and 2 to
I p.m. Tuesday through Friday.
The Glenn Miller Orchestra
inder the direction of Jimmy
-lenderson will help you recapture
he big band era when it opens for
wo evening performances at the
~k> mm odor e Ballroom. Included in
he program are such memorable
•Tiller hits a s Moonlight Serenade,
I'uxedo Junction, Chattanooga
3ioo-choo and Pennsylvania Sixfive Thousand. Show time is 8:30
i.m. on Oct. 14 and Oct. 15.
RCA recording artists the Good
brothers bring their bluegrass
;ounds to the Commodore on Oct.
9 and 20. On the same bill will be
>ilver Spring and the show starts
it 9 p.m. both nights.
The Steveston Library, 3831
/Toncton St., Richmond invites you
o attend another in their series of
poetry readings by seven Canadian
oets. George Bowering, whose
(oetry deals with everything from
sveto baseball, will give a reading
n Oct. 14 at 8 p.m.
For all ski bums waiting for the
now to start falling, there will be a
howing of the ski film, The High
*ost of a Free Ride, at the Queen
Elizabeth Theatre on Sunday, Oct.
6 and Wednesday, Oct. 19. Show
m e is 8 p.m.
Friday, October 14, 1977

Top-of-the-line in-dash
Deluxe in-dash
8-track car stereo with
8-track car stereo with
AM tuner/FM Supertuner AM tuner/FM Supertuner \
and preset tuning
and preset tuning

CD P I O N E E R TP9005
Car stereo for the man who insists on
going first-class all the way. Consider
what
it offers: flawless 8-track
reproduction with all the necessary
controls,
including, of course,
automatic/manual program change,
plus the car stereo tuner to end all:
Pioneer's
unprecedented
FM
Supertuner. A M tuning is equally
pleasant and sensitive. The finely
calibrated tuning scale is extra-large,
so you know exactly where you are.
As if all these weren't enough, the
TP-9005 offers the bonus of preset
tuning, too, by pushbutton, of up to
five of your favorite FM stations and
Tive A M stations. It's the only way to
enjoy yourself on the road!

®

&

M

TP7005

The car stereo unit with the tuner
every car stereo enthusiast will soon
be talking about (and listening to).
The TP-7005 combines ail the finest
in 8-track car stereo with Pioneer's
unprecedented FM Supertuner to
give you on-the-road entertainment
as o n l y
Pioneer
can. 8-track
operation controls Include automatic
program change with an option for
m a n u a l . A M tuning is equally
pleasant and sensitive. You also get
the bonus of pushbutton preset
tuning — of up to three FM stations
and t w o A M stations. The TP-7005
fits so easily in the dashboard —you
may even want to do it yourself!

PIONEER'S NEW FM SUPERTUNER

m
CD P I O N E E R KP500

CO P I O N E E R TPfOO

\i

PIOIXKEETC

Everything about the TP-900 spells
excitement.
Looks.
Design.
Performance. You get superb 8-track
— and the last word in car stereo
tuners: Pioneer's new Supertuner.
This FM stereo tuner alone is well
worth your investment. A look at the
tuning dial will tell y o u this is no
ordinary car stereo tuner. As for
8-track, you get all the conveniences,
including automatic program change,
manual program change, light-up
program Indication, manual eject,
repeat and fast forward.

Under-the-dash 8-track
car stereo with Pioneer's
new FM Supertuner

Under-the-dash cassette car
stereo with Pioneer's new
FM Supertuner

The KP-500 represents a high point
in Pioneer's car stereo technology. Its
superb cassette tape section is
matched only by the brilliance of its
FM tuner. The unit offers everything
that makes cassette car stereo an
enjoyable driving companion: fast
forward,
rewind and automatic
end-of-tape eject. Of course, you
have the option to eject the cassette
manually at any time. As for the
tuner, it's none other than Pioneer's
new Supertuner. Add separate bass
and treble controls, plus a special
loudness contour switch — and you
know why the KP-500 is now the car
stereo unit to own.

A s k a b o u t our PACKAGE DISCOUNTS
TS160
DOORMOUNT
TS-160: 6-1/2 in. full-range dual
cone speaker. Magnet: Ceramic
type; 10 oz. Input power: 20
watts
(max.)
Freq. range:
40-20,000Hz Impedance: 4 ohms.

CD P I O N E E R
Speakers for car owners
who are also stereophiles

TS164

TS100

COAXIAL 2-WAY
SYSTEM

DOORMOUNT

TS-164: 6-1/2 in. cone woofer
and 1-21/32 in. tweeter Magnet:
Ceramic type; 10 oz. Input
power: 20 watts (max.) Freq.
range: 40-16,000Hz Impedance: 4
ohms.

T S-100 4 in. full-range single
cone speaker Magnet: Ceramic
type; 7 oz. Input power: 8 watts
(max.) Freq. range: 50-14,000Hz
Impedance: 4 ohms.

TS165

DOORMOUNT

S-165: 6-1/2 in. cone woofer
and 1-21/32 in. tweeter Magnet:
Ceramic
type; 20 oz. Input
range: 3O-16,0OOHz Impedance:
4 ohms.

Coaxial 2- way speakers for
grand sound all around

input power ot 40 watts means Ifs
perfect for all kinds of stereo
systems, especially those wllh
oowcrrul amplifiers.

TS693/694
Whatever your ca- steieo sound source is
tape or
broadcast
i* INITIOS vul beaulMully, roundly, fu.ly.
These top-flight performers f ' o i n Pluneer incorporate
extra-large magnets, assuring extra-reflncd stereo
reproduction all '.he w.iy. bmartlv designed and styled,
both models can tie mounted easily in the rear deck
where- the best acoustical effects arc obtainable.

,fg«ti
TS-690: 6x9 in. full-range dual
cone Magnet: Ceramic type, 5 oz.
Input power: 10 watts (max.) ,
Freq. range: 60-12,000Hz Impedance: 4 ohms (2-8 ohms allowable).

TS-161: 6-1/2 in. full-range dual
cone speaker. Magnet: Ceramic
type; 10 oz. Input Power: 20
watts
(max.)
Freq. range:
40-20,000Hz Impedance: 4 ohms.

COAXIAL 2-WAY
SYSTEM

TS35

TS690

DOORMOUNT

TS101

TS-101 4 in. full-range single
cone speaker Magnet: Ceramic
type; 7 oz. Input power: 8 watts
(Max.) Freq. range: 50-14,000Hz
Impedance: 4 ohms.

Impressive to look at,
Impressive to listen to
I h e rs-35 Is both eye-catching and
ear-pleasing. Mounted flush with
door's or w l l h rear deck, or simply
placed on the rear deck, It Is bound
to captivate all eyes with Its .Jean,
lean lines • and all ears with Its
rich, clear performance. Maximum

TS161

TS691
TS-691: 6x9 in. full-range dual
cone with free-edge Magnet:
Ceramic type; 10 oz. Input
power: 20 watts (max ) Freq.
range: 40-16,000Hz Impedance: 4
ohms (2-8 ohms allowable)

TS5

TS22

MOUNT
ANYWHERE

2-WAY SURFACE
MOUNT

TS-5: 5-1/4 in. full-range single
cone Magnet: Ceramic t y p e ; 3 oz.
Input power: 8 watts (max.) Freq.
range: 180-13,000Hz Impedance:
4 ohms.

— : O,

TS-22: 4 in. woofer 2-5/8 in. cone
tweeter Magnet: Ceramic type; 4
oz. Input power: 8 watts (max.)
Freq.
range:
160-15,000Hz
Impedance: 4 ohms.

J.

J

Stanford IJMI WMI

Sound

733-3822
2665 W, BROADWAY

'HIGH-FIDELITY - LOW PRICES
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this complete system

499-95

olijrjaco

limited quantities!

vu6&0>3

marantz 2215B

Dual 1225

the best s e l l i n g A M / F M s t e r e o receiver
d e l i v e r s 15 w a t t s of p u r e u n d i s t o r t e d
p o w e r per c h a n n e l . Y o u g e t M a r a n t z
prestige and reliability p l u s g r e a t sound.

T h e f a m o u s D u a l t u r n t a b l e is f u l l y
automatic and comes complete with
w a l n u t b a s e , d u s t cover a n d a S H U RE
m a g n e t i c c a r t r i d g e . D u a l p r e c i s i o n performance gives more life to your records.

i » *?

dynaco A-25XL
s p e a k e r s a r e an e f f i c i e n t v e r s i o n of t h e
p o p u l a r A - 2 5 . D e e p bass a n d c r y s t a l
h i g h s g i v e a sense of r e a l i s m u s u a l l y
c o s t i n g m u c h m o r e . Real w a l n u t e n c l o s u r e s for t h a t special a p p e a l .

$
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1150 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

6300 DIRECT DRIVE TURNTABLE
Direct Drive DC servo motor with optically actuated auto
lift and shut off. Viscous damped cueing. Outside illuminated stroboscope with pitch
control. This super table has
so much for its very reasonable price.

199"

• 75 WATTS M I N I M U M RMS PER C H A N N E L INTO 8
OHMS, FROM 20 Hz to 20 kHz, W I T H NO MORE
T H A N 0 . 1 % T O T A L HARMONIC DISTORTION
• Direct Coupled, Full Complementary Amplifier
• High Overload, Low Noise Phono Preamp with two
phono inputs
• Separate left and Right Bass, Mid and Treble Controls
with Variable Tone Turnover Points
• Tape Monitoring Facilities
for two tape decks
• Two-position High Filter
• 30 Hz Low Filter
• Front Panel M i c r o p h o n e
and Tape Dubbing Jacks

129"

399"

_ „
556 SEYMOUR ST. DOWNTOWN
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1040 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
• 20 W A T T S M I N I M U M RMS PER C H A N N E L INTO 8
OHMS, FROM 20 Hz to 20 kHz, W I T H NO MORE
T H A N 0.3% T O T A L H A R M O N I C DISTORTION
1
Direct Coupled, Full Complementary Amplifier
1
Low Noise, High Dynamic Range Phono Preamp
• Inputs and Outputs for two
tape decks
> Main and Remote Speaker
Switching with Ambience
Output

T H E

OPEN UNTIL 9
THURSDAY & FRIDAY
U B Y S S E Y

Aft0 R1AA
68Z 6144

"

F r i d a y , O c t o b e r 1 4 , 197',

